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Africa
Atlas 1969

Aioui (3382 rn) and Tirnrazine-Astif(3371 rn): Polish first ascents A party
from Poznan (leader Jan Stryczynski) visited the Zaouia Ahanesal district in
February.

On Aioui, B. Domenech and R. W. Schramm made the first ascent of the
North-west pillar of the main summit (Pilier du Mitan), V-V sup., A2. J.
Stryczynski and S. Zierhoffer made the first ascent of the orth pillar of the
East forepeak, V-V sup., A2, and also the second, and first winter, ascent of the
Bonnet-Petolat ridge, V. The North couloir of the Pitchfork (Fourche) IV-V,
A2, was climbed for the first time by H. Jasiniak and A. Zarowski.

In the Timrazine-Astif massif three first ascents were made; the orth-west
pillar of the main summit of Timrazine, IV-V, B. Domenech and R. W.
Schramm; the orth face of Timrazine main summit, IV-V, H. Jasiniak and
W. Zarowski; the West face of Astif, IV, J. Jagodzinski and A. Matuszewski.
The first winter ascent of Ouasdramt and a traverse of Azourki (3690 m) were
also made.

The face climbs on Aioui, up to 900 m in length, are considered by the Poles
to be among the most difficult in the High Atlas. The first ascents in the
Timrazine-Astif group may serve to draw attention to this beautiful and little
known range. Further information about the Aioui massif, with sketch maps
and illustrations, will be found in La Montagne et Alpinisme, I968 365-70
and also in Alpinisme, I953 315-23.

Toubkal (4165 rn) region: Polish first ascents Another Polish party, from
Lodz, led by Jerzy Michalski, made five first ascents in this area in March:
Ouanoums (3870 m) by the West spur, V, J. Michalski and M. Gryczynski;
Bu-Uzzal (3740 m) by the middle of the West wall, V+, S. Jaworski, W.
Niedzielski, Z. Zdrojewski; Toubkal West (4010 m) by the South spur, III-IV,
W. Jedlinski, J. Michalski; Aguelzim (3860 m) by the East wall, III, S.
Jaworski, J. Michalski.

Six members of the party traversed the ridge of the Ouanoukrim peaks,
Ague1zim (3860 m), Biiguinnoussene (4°°2 m), Mella n'Ouanoukrim (4040 m).
First winter ascents were also made on Toubkal, by the West spur; Tadaft
(3764 m) by the orth-west spur; the Ouanoums ridge; Biiguinnoussene by
the right part of the East wall, and a traverse of the ridge Akiud Bu Imrhas
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(4030 m), Ras n'Ouar.o:.Ikrim (4083 m), Timesguida (4089 m) and over four
peaks of Bu-Uzzal.

Weather conditions were good, with the lowest recorded temperature -20°C.

Ethiopia

Polish expedition 1969 This, the first Polish expedition to Ethiopia,
organised by the Polish Mountaineering Club and led by A. Wilczkowski,
climbed in the Simen Mountains (Ras Dashan, 4620 m, by the North-west
Pillar-first ascent-and eight other peaks) and later visited the Caeca and
Encuolo groups and other massifs; all in early 1969. Much information was
gathered about mountaineering possibilities there.

Kenya

Summary 1968-9 Since 1967 several parties have climbed Nelion and Batian
by the normal South face route and a few by the North face standard route.
In January 1968 the South-west ridge was climbed by a party of comparatively
young and inexperienced climbers, taking two nights for the ascent and
descent. Also at this time, a team from Malawi including R. K. Roshnick and
A. J. Weatherhead made a fleeting visit to Mount Kenya, and besides other
things climbed the South-west ridge, and Southern Slabs (third ascent). An
attempt by myself and Roger Higgins at repeating Baillie's Grand Traverse
(A.J. 70 294) in July 1968, failed after two bivouacs; and having traversed
Piggott, Batian and elion a descent was made down the ordinary South face
route, avoiding the last obstacle, Point John.

In January 1969 the East face route was climbed by myself and Ian Sandilands.
This was thought to be the second ascent and first complete ascent. However,
some pegs were found after Cliff's last wedge and later it was discovered that
an Austrian party had completed the Black Crack but had left no local record
(see, however, O.A.Z. I]64 34). I also did Southern Slabs (fourth ascent) with
Ferdi Fischer (Cape Town) in the same month. The North-east Pillar route
had its third and fourth ascents in July 1959 by Howell/Higgins and Phillips/
Pillinger. Shortly after, a new route between the East face route and North-east
Pillar routes was completed by Howell/Higgins after a reconnaissance by
Chambers/Harris in 1967-see below. Ian Howell
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Mount Kenya: new route on North-east face ofNelion 1969 I. F. Howell
and R. F. Higgins, 16-17 July. Grade VI. Between Cliff's two routes on Nelion,
the East face and the North-east Pillar, is a large expanse of steep rock offering
several lines for exposed and serious climbs. In order to avoid artificial climbing
in the interests of saving time we avoided the overhanging first 400 ft of rock,
and the vertical smooth walls of the summit battlements; nevertheless the
middle 700 ft of climbing were direct, steep, very exposed and sustained in
difficulty. Several pegs were used for belays and one small groove could only be
climbed with aid from two pegs. The rock is generally good, and small but
adequate stances are always found where necessary. One bivouac and fifteen
hours climbing time were required for the ascent despite our intention of a one
day route. With the new Lobonar Bivouac near the summit of Nelion it may be
possible to do this and other Nelion climbs in one day. Ian Howell

Tanzania

Kilimanjaro: East face of Mawenzi (16,890 ft) first ascent of middle
buttress, 1968 A party of eight attempted to reach this face in July 1968 via the
fantastic Great Barranco gorge (seven miles long, 100 ft wide on average, sides
sometimes zoo ft vertical) but, unfortunately, had to give up about a mile
from the face after six days, due to excessive water and risk of exposure. Not to
be outdone, Roger Higgins and I immediately made another attempt by
following Downie ridge, which divides the Great Barranco from the Little
Barranco. This ridge led on to the East face, which was climbed on poor friable
rock (IV) to the summit of Borchers Peak. The summit ridge was then followed
to the highest peak (Hans Meyer). Three bivouacs. Ian Howell

South Africa

Summary 1969 A dry winter in the Cape and generally favourable weather
elsewhere in the country resulted in a number of outstanding new routes.

The North-west Ridge on the Western Injasuti Triplet, in the Natal Drakens
berg, produced some zooo ft of Gz (Continental VI sup.) and AI climbing on
rock which, for the Drakensberg, was remarkably sound, except on the crux.

In the Cape the frontal face of Castle Rocks produced yet another superb route,
this time of a considerably higher standard than the existing ones-Gz and
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A3. In contrast to the older routes, which start higher up on the face,' Apollo 8'
uses the full height of the right-hand amphitheatre and yields some 1500 ft of
climbing. The rock, as elsewhere on this buttress, is smooth but perfectly
sound. (Article p 71.)

After some years of sporadic attempts by various parties the last of the con
spicuous big faces in the Cape-three-quarters of an hour from the car-has
finally succumbed to concerted efforts and American pitons. The main face in
Donkerkloof(,Dark Ravine') was climbed through twice in one week, by parties
unaware of each others' attempt. On some sections different pitches were
climbed, but the lines followed coincided for the most part. On the first ascents
ample use was made of pegs but this was subsequently trimmed down to one
or two pitches (Az). Of the rest several are of Gz standard. The total height
climbed is about 1600 ft, most of this made up of sheer face, on good rock.

Liberal pegging was also needed to get up a new line to the left of the North
west Frontal on Du Toit's Peak. The opening party had done some 1700 ft of
hard climbing, with at least 300 ft to go, when lack of time forced them off
the face. Henri Snijders

Asia
Turkey

TAURUS

Queen's University (Belfast) expedition 1969 Party: D. Armstrong,
S. Black, T. Crouch, G. Currie, T. Doherty, Dr J. H. Elwood, R. McKee,
D. Palmer, M. Popplestone, D. Wilson (leader). Z2 June-6 August. The Taurus
are situated about 500 km south-east of Ankara and zoo km north of Adana,
the principal town in this part of Turkey and the nearest with a fully equipped
hospital and other amenities. The range is compact, some zoo km2 having
narrow gorges and complicated valley systems which make route-finding
difficult at first. It comprises four main climbing areas: -

-the northern valley and Yalacik Dere containing Demirkazik 3756 m and
-Kucuk Demirkazik 3300 m;

the southern valley, Siyirma with Kaldi Dag3715 m and Alaca Basi 3583 m;
-Yedi Gal, a remote high valley with the rock thumb Direktas 3470 m at the
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